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Dear Investors and Supporters of the Masoko Project,
We hope your spring is off to a nice start. Thank you for your investment in the Masoko Project. By
investing in us, you’ve connected yourself to our Tanzanian Partners here on the ground and to the
2Seeds Network as a whole. We are all part of this interconnected, interdependent network of
people committed to solving some of the world’s biggest problems. Your generosity is truly making
an impact.
As we finish my/our last month working in Dar es Salaam, we want to formally update you on what
we have been up to since our arrival in August. Resource stewardship is one of the most important
values of 2Seeds, and we are accountable to you, one of our project’s investors.
The following pages outline important information about the Masoko Project. You can see the
progress we have made since the last report in November as well as some of the challenges we have
faced. Note the general explanations of the 2Seeds Network and the Masoko Project, as well, if you
need a refresher.
Please do not hesitate to reach out to me/either of us directly with questions, concerns, or just to
keep in touch! Thank you again for choosing to be part of our network.

Yours truly,
Jeremy Harding and David Robinson
Project Coordinators, 2015 – 2016
Jeremyharding5@gmail.com
David92Robinson@gmail.com
Masoko.project@2Seeds.org
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2015 – 2016 Project Activities
Over the past seven months, our partners have impressed us with their progress and development
towards self-sustainability. We believe that together we can set the business up for continued
success. We’d like to share some of the highlights and changes we’ve encountered so far.

Project Highlights
•

Vodacom Contract. The terms of our contract with Vodacom have finally been agreed upon
by all parties and we are due to begin receiving compensation for our price data service as
soon as next month. We have been working towards this for years, so we are extremely
excited that the Masoko Project is now on its way to generating profit for Kariakoo Market!
This development could very well snowball into continued interest and investment in the
Masoko Project by Kariakoo Market Corporation, which will be extremely important for
long-term success.

•

Price Collection. We spent the first month or so of our
time here working in a largely observational capacity;
identifying the strengths and weaknesses of our
project and partners. Starting in November, we began a
system of monitoring and evaluation designed to
improve transparency and accountability within our
team. This new system of shared accountability, along
with strategic goal-setting and follow through has led
to a dramatic improvement in performance among our
team members. We are happy to say that we have met
or exceeded our performance goals for every month
since their introduction, with decreasing Project
Coordinator involvement along the way!
We exceeded our goal of executing 28 out of 31
days during the month of January!

•

Market Research. Another major aspect of our work in
the Masoko Project is improving access to high-value markets for the products of our
Korogwe-based businesses. As these businesses continue to grow, so does the need for new
customers. We have been working hard to find new customers in Dar es Salaam that can
support our businesses for years to come, and so far have found quite a bit of interest! We
have already secured new buyers for cardamom from the Lutindi Business and have several
buyers waiting for the new chicken flock in Kwakiliga to begin laying eggs so they can run
some trial sales.
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Challenges Facing the Project
•

Staple Crops Unrepresented. A major shortcoming of the Masoko Project price collection
system is that it does not include staple crops such
as maize, beans or rice, none of which are sold in
large quantities at the Kariakoo Market. We have
been working to build partnerships with
periphery markets in Dar es Salaam where these
crops are more heavily traded in order to make
our service more robust. This process has been
extremely difficult, however, because traders at
these markets do not have the same level of trust
and familiarity with 2Seeds as their counterparts
Masoko partners after a meeting with leadership at Kariakoo Market. With the very limited amount
from a staple crop traders cooperation
of time we have remaining, we will work to build
that relationship, but as of now we have been met
with great resistance.

•

Income out of our hands. While we are thrilled about the finalization of our revenue share
agreement with Vodacom a potential threat to the long-term success of the project is that
we have no control over how well Vodacom’s Kilimo Klub service performs in the
marketplace. If their revenues are weak, ours will be too. We currently have all of our eggs
in one basket, which is not ideal. Unfortunately, the only thing we can do is make sure that
we are in the best position possible to jump on new partnership opportunities should they
present themselves.

•

Politics. As we’ve mentioned in the past, the
Kariakoo Market is a government-run facility.
The election last November has brought with it
some substantial changes to the way the
market functions. There is no doubt that
Kariakoo Market has many issues, so these
changes are generally welcome. However,
many peoples’ jobs are at risk, which also
threatens long-standing relationships that
have helped to make this project successful.
Making sure that our project continues to be a
priority for the new market leadership will be
crucial, but that picture is still unclear to us.
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Project Finances
As you may recall, all of the funds covering project operations and our costs of living here in
Tanzania were generously donated by investors like you.

Our initial goal was to raise $8,000 each, giving us a total of $16,000 to cover our year. As of March
2016, we have raised $17,524.90. This is 110% of our goal.
Although we are near our fundraising goal, we are continuing to raise funds for the Lutindi Project.
We are grateful that you have trusted us with your contribution in the past, and we want to
emphasize that every donation, no matter the size, makes an important difference in the work that
is being done with our partners. Our work is never finished, and we appreciate any additional
support that you may be able to provide.

Financial Accountability
Financial accountability is a cornerstone of our project work. During each of our monthly meetings
with our fellow PCs, we check our numbers with our financial accountability partners. We compare
pricing and expense trends, and ensure all of us are on the right track.
Every month, we budget our funds and track our expenses. This is useful not only to see where our
money has gone, but also as a tool to project our status through the coming months for the rest of
our time in Tanzania.
To give you an idea about where your invested money has been used so far, here are a few of our
major expense categories. We’ve included sums from when we arrived through November, monthly
averages, plus our forecasts through March 2016 (the end of our commitment here).
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Project-Related Expenses
Category

Year to Date

Monthly
Average

Forecast
through March,
2016

Forecasted
Total

Project Training
Project Travel
Project Supplies
Project Investments

$600.46
$36.73
$61.42
$0.00

$100.08
$6.12
$10.23
$0.00

$600.00
$27.27
$18.18
$0.00

$1200.46
$64.00
$79.60
$0.00

$698.61

$116.43

$645.45

$1,344.06

Category

Year to Date

Monthly
Average

Forecast
through March,
2016

Year Total

PC Food

$1,441.30

$240.22

$136.37

$1,577.66

PC Transportation

$631.04

$105.17

$63.64

$694.67

PC Occupancy & Rent

$4,799.40

$799.90

$43.19

$4,842.58

PC Telephone & Net

$227.78

$37.96

$62.73

$290.51

PC Supplies

$1,016.07

$169.35

$13.64

$1029.71

$8115.95

$1,352.60

$319.57

$8435.13

Total

PC Living Expenses

Total

Other Major Expenses
Category

Total

Round Trip Airfare
Supplemental Airfare
Visas
Vacations
Insurance
Vaccinations
Total

$1,724.40
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$
$0.00
$

The numbers above have been consolidated and simplified for the purposes of this report. If you are
interested in seeing a more detailed breakdown of our project expenses, personal expenses, and
budgets, do not hesitate to ask.
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Monitoring & Evaluation: Goals & Metrics
Goals and metrics provide shared focus, structure, and motivation to everyone engaged in the
development of 2Seeds projects. This includes our local Partners, our 2Seeds colleagues, and us.
Our project goals are the guideposts that direct us towards the fulfillment of our projects’ missions,
and realization of our projects’ visions. We use the 2Seeds monitoring and evaluation model to set
goals and track metrics.

Kariakoo Market Solution
1. Monetize the crop price service by November 30th, 2015.
Explanation: In this goal, we intend to sign contracts with mobile companies and agricultural NGOs that are
looking for accurate data about crop prices at Kariakoo Market. Such contracts would cover the costs of
running our system, ensuring its long-term financial sustainability.
Progress: We have finalized negotiations with Vodacom, the largest cellular provider in Tanzania! We are
expecting payments to begin as early as March. We are very excited about this update, as this is the first
time that the Masoko Project will be earning revenue for Kariakoo Market.
Next Steps: We are continuing to pursue partnership opportunities with both tech and development
organizations that are interested in making use of this data for social impact purposes. This will require
expanding our price collection system and making small alterations to the way our data is organized and
shared.

2. Collect and upload accurate price information on-time and daily beginning in November
2015.
Explanation: In this goal, we intend to standardize price collection systems within the Kariakoo Market, in
order to ensure that we deliver accurate prices, on time, 7 days per week beginning in November 2015.
Currently, while price collection happens regularly, there are not standardized protocols to ensure that the
work is done every day. Price collection depends on a number of different factors. In order to ensure
accurate and regular price collection, we have goals to improve:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wireless connectivity in the Kariakoo Market to upload price information
The ease-of-use of the price upload application from Habari Mazao
The number of people employed by the Kariakoo Market Corporation to collect prices
The schedule to upload prices
Accountability systems and other incentives to upload prices
Education among vendors in the market to ensure accurate data collection
Collection of bean, rice, and maize prices 2 days per week from other markets in Dar es Salaam

Progress: The metric we are using to evaluate our success in each of these items is number of days in
a month in which prices were uploaded for all required crops by 10 am. We have been incrementally
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building upon our performance goals each month, with the intention of reaching 100% execution
by the end of February 2016.

Percentage of Days w/ Execution

You can see our month-by-month progress here:

Price Collection Execution Goals, November February
100%
90%
80%

Execution Goal

70%

Actual Execution

60%
50%
40%
30%

November

December

January

February

Month

As you can see, after November, we have met or exceeded our execution goals each month,
culminating in 100% execution in the month of February. Our goal for each month moving forward
is to maintain that level of execution, and based on our results thus far, we have great confidence
that this will continue.

Personnel Goals
We are also working to improve business operations by building the capacity of our Partners in their roles.
Here are a few updates on our work together with key Partners.
•

Anderson Shaka: Chairman of the Masoko Project: Anderson is the head of the Kariakoo Market
ICT department, as well as the chairman of 2Seeds operations in the market. His role as chairman is
to oversee the operations of price collection in order to ensure that the market collects accurate
and on-time price information daily. Over the course of our time in the Masoko Project, Anderson
has really come into his role as the Chairman of this group. He is very proactive both in his own
work and in holding the rest of the team accountable to their responsibilities, which will be
absolutely essential for the continued success of the Masoko Project.

•

Anderson Defaye: Price Collector: Anderson Defaye works as a cashier in the Kariakoo Market and
joined the price collection team back in November. Anderson has been a huge part of why our price
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collection metrics have been so positive the last few months. He works extremely hard, is very
supportive of his team members, and has an excellent understanding of why we are doing this
work.
•

Mr. Vedastus: Group Advisor: As advisor to
the group and the project coordinators, Mr.
Vedastus uses his 30+ years of experience at
the Kariakoo Market to advise changes in the
price collection system that will make it more
self-sustainable in the long-run. For instance,
it was his idea to collect prices earlier in the
morning as crops are brought to the market
in order to ensure that the project provides
the most accurate and timely wholesale
prices to farmers.

•

Omary Mdakama: IT Manager: Omary is
responsible for all things IT-related within
the Masoko Project. He has been an
invaluable team member this year, going
above and beyond the call of duty on a
regular basis. His hard work, dedication and
positive attitude go a long way to making this group run smoothly.

Market Access for 2Seeds Village-Based Businesses
The final focus of our yearly goals is to professionalize the business through the following means:
1. Increase revenue from 2Seeds Network sales in Dar es Salaam from 1.2 million TZS/month
in September 2015 to 1.5 million TZS/month in January 2016.
Explanation: Our village-based businesses are working hard to increase the production of goods to sell
in Dar es Salaam. In order to increase income for our village-based Partners, it is imperative to open
market opportunities as well as to improve production quality. As the 2Seeds representatives in Dar es
Salaam, our goal at the Masoko Project is to make connections with high price markets in order to
increase 2Seeds revenue in the city from 1.2 million to 1.5 million by January 2016.
Progress:
2. Open a 2Seeds-specific distribution point in Dar es Salaam by February 1st, 2016 in order
to centralize the sales of 2Seeds products in the city.
Explanation: The self-sustainability of 2Seeds sales in Dar es Salaam depends on lowering costs and
centralizing our sales. Currently, 2Seeds sales in the city have high transportation costs. In order to
minimize this, we have set a goal to establish a storage and distribution point for 2Seeds goods, which
will be conveniently located near our larger markets.
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Progress: As explained in the goal, the real objective here is lowering the costs associated with accessing
high-value markets. While it appeared early on that a centrally-located distribution point would be the
best way to achieve this, our explorations thus far have suggested that this is not the case. The costs
that come with a distribution point – rent and a salary for a manager – would negate any savings on
transportation and actually cut into profits quite a bit. If production in our Korogwe businesses were
higher, the added revenue would make this option economically viable. For now, however, it appears
that this is not the direction we should be going in.
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Social Media
Following the Masoko Project
This investor report reflects some of the foundations, framework, and progresses of our project. If
you want a closer look, and to stay connected to our day-to-day operations and advances, connect
to our project through our social media outlets.
We try to tweet frequently from our project site, as cell reception and
internet connectivity allow. You can follow the Masoko Project here,
https://twitter.com/MasokoProject. Don’t forget to tweet
@MasokoProject, and tag #2Seeds!
In addition, we periodically write blog posts about everything from
important developments in the project to our next quarter’s goals to our
new friendships in Masoko. You can read our thoughts here,
http://themasokoproject.wordpress.com/.
The hub of all of this activity is the Masoko Project’s Facebook page, here
https://www.facebook.com/masokoproject. Like us, refer us to your
friends, and follow our activity. We love staying connected.
See pictures from the ground of PCs and Partners on the Masoko Project
Instagram here, http://instagram.com/MasokoProject.

Keeping up with 2Seeds
Please take a look at the 2Seeds Network’s social media pages. You’ll find content relevant to all of
the projects, network-wide initiatives, corporate activities, recruitment, and more.
Frequent updates from the ground in Tanzania and from the US. You can
follow the 2Seeds Network here, https://twitter.com/2SeedsNetwork .
Don’t forget to tweet @2Seeds Network, and tag #2Seeds!
Look to the corporate blog for posts about strategy, developments, and
other content related to 2Seeds and its work. You can read the 2Seeds
corporate blog here, http://2seedsnetwork.wordpress.com/.
Find pictures, links, and more on the 2Seeds Facebook page, here
https://www.facebook.com/2seedsnetwork . Like it, refer it, and keep up
with the progress of 2Seeds.
See pictures from the ground of PCs and Partners on the 2Seeds
Instagram here, http://instagram.com/2seedsnetwork.
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2Seeds Network
As you probably recall, 2Seeds Network is a US-based 501(c)(3) nonprofit working in the Korogwe
District, the Handeni District, and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. 2Seeds leverages the innovative spirit
and leadership capabilities of young adults from across the world in order to incubate community
based, self-sustaining, interdependent projects in Tanzania.
The 2Seeds Network believes that developing human capital is the key to catalyzing economic
growth within extremely poor communities. Guided by our values, we are creating a network of
independent yet interconnected agricultural development projects built on deep partnerships
within and across communities. We strive to create environments in which people can achieve their
full potential and solve problems together.

Masoko Project
Our work here revolves around the Masoko Project, which was established in 2010.
Smallholder farmers in rural areas of Tanzania face major barriers in accessing markets and
gathering accurate information to sell their crops. Isolated farmers with no personal connections to
far-away markets are at higher risk of being cheated, while a scarcity of information leaves farmers
guessing at the best place to sell their produce.
The Masoko (meaning “markets” in Swahili) Project works to facilitate connections between
markets and farmers in Tanzania. Though the project’s operations are based in Dar es Salaam and
focused mainly in the Kariakoo Market Corporation (the largest wholesale market in Tanzania), the
project aims to create practical solutions for farmers and markets throughout the country. The
Masoko Project has three primary initiatives:
1) Kariakoo Market Solution: The Masoko Project, in partnership with the Kariakoo Market
Corporation (KMC) and other stakeholders such as mobile developers, is working to
systemize the collection and distribution of accurate information about crop prices. Rural
farmers armed with up-to-date price data are less likely to be taken advantage of when
going to market and can more confidently decide what to do with the crops they harvest.
They can even track crop prices over the long term in order to plan their seasons further in
advance. Farmers throughout Tanzania will be able to access this information with a simple
text message from their mobile phones.
2) Market Access for 2Seeds Village-based Partners: The Masoko Project also acts as an
immediate resource for other projects across the 2Seeds Network. Thanks to strong
relationships built in Kariakoo and other markets in Tanzania, the Masoko Project facilitates
sales of 2Seeds products in large volumes and at premium prices.
3) Organization Collaboration: The project also aims to create opportunities to bring minds
together to increase collaboration among NGOs, government organizations, and businesses
working within the agricultural value-chain in Tanzania. This initiative is based on the
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assumption that collaboration among organizations that have similar or complementary
roles benefit stakeholders at all levels, from market executives to rural farmers.
Purpose
The purpose of the Masoko Project is to increase Tanzanian farmers' access to high value markets,
improve the transparency of agricultural value chains in the country in a way that enables farmer
decision making, and help 2Seeds and its partners achieve greater possibilities through connections
to urban centers.
Mission
The mission of the Masoko Project is to make Tanzanian agricultural markets accessible and
efficient points of trade and provide accurate and timely information to farmers and other
productive members of the value chain.
Vision
The Masoko Project envisions a Tanzania in which the agricultural market offers the best choice for
a farmer and is not made inaccessible by information or relationship barriers.
Impact
• 2Seeds at the Masoko Project:
o Total: 802 people
o Number of workers at KMC: 113
o Number of Partners in the group: 6
o Number of buyers integrated to the system: 678
o Number of IT experts: 7 (KMC: 2, Capslock team of mobile developers: 5)
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